
  

Meeting Report 
 

Friday 12th October 2018 – 11am 

Blue Tower, Media City UK, Salford Quays, M50 2ST 

 

In attendance: Nicola Hudson [NH] - Supporters Direct Network Manager National Game, Michael 

Tattersall [MT] – Chief Executive Officer The National League, Caroline Barker [CB] – Non-

Executive Director The National League. 

 

• Rescheduling of kick off times for TV 
 
Leyton Orient Fans Trust submitted a query regarding notice periods given to supporters for 
game rescheduling. 
 
MT stated that TV games are decided by BT in batches and there should be at least a 
months’ notice given when games are rescheduled apart from the final batch in April where 
there is a preference to show teams battling for promotion places which does reduce the 
notice period. 
 
MT stated that BT were keen to work with supporters and ensure match going routines are 
disturbed as minimally as possible and that none of the games are ever moved from 
Saturday with the occasional game moved from a Tuesday night to Wednesday night. 

 

• Structured Dialogue/MOU’s update 
 
NH provided an update on SD’s work on structured dialogue and memorandums of 
understanding throughout the football pyramid to date as a result of the 2016 Expert 
Working Group Report. 
 
MT suggested that we look to work together to draft something suitable to implement in 
Non-League from the bottom up with the emphasis on making it manageable as a vast 
array of clubs are volunteer led and already structured differently, and often less formally 
than their Football League counterparts. 
 
MT suggested we focus on defining and sharing best practice and coming up with a set of 
leading principals alongside suitable methods of applying them. 

 

• 3g pitch rules 
 
MT stated that since allowing 3G playing surfaces in the National League there have been 
no reported issues or problems. 
 
All clubs are aware of the sanctions should they gain promotion to the Football League and 
not establish a suitable playing surface within Football League rules. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 
As far as MT was aware there is no movement on 3G pitches at Football League level and 
they last formal discussion held on the subject showed lack of desire from a number of 
parties. 

 

• Playoff format feedback 
 
NH provided positive feedback received from the network regarding the new playoff format.   
 
Supporters felt the new format kept the league competitive and exciting right up until the 
end of the season and were overall happy with the extended playoff format. 

 

• Progress of 3 up 3 down negotiation 
 
The network questioned whether there were any current discussions being held around the 
potential of 3 up 3 down with the Football League. 

 
MT stated that there was no current discussion taking place though this would be 
something the league would like to achieve, and the league wouldn’t look to advocate 
increased relegation from the bottom of the league until increased promotion is discussed. 
 
NH stated this would be something she will raise with the FA in their dialogue meetings.  

 

• Qatar World Cup 
 
The network raised the question as to whether there would be any potential changes to the 
National League schedule due to the 2022 WC being a winter competition? 
 
MT stated there were no plans to change the schedule although at this stage they do not 
know if the FA will have a different view. 
 
They might look to shuffle some fixtures round if England matches clash with the schedule 
but will leave it to member clubs to make a decision on for themselves. 

 

• Transparency of FA Cup Qualifying round draws 
 
The network raised concerns that earlier rounds are drawn behind closed doors. Is there 
any interest from broadcasters to cover the draws or the FA stream themselves?  The 
network also commented that general coverage of the earlier rounds is poor with little 
access to live scores and results. 

 
CB to have conversation with the FA regarding broadcast of earlier draws and potential 
improvement to earlier round general coverage. 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
 

 
 

• Non-League Day 
 
NH provided an update of SD’s promotion of supporter-owned clubs in action on Non-
League Day. 

 
It was noted that there was some good promotions this year from member clubs 
encouraging new participation. 
 
CB reported that the League link up with Non-League Day has been much improved this 
year with the link to Prostate Cancer UK charity increasing visibility of the event. 
 
The Premier League have been very supportive of Non-League Day and engaged with it, 
encouraging their member clubs to promote across communications channels.  
 
CB to include new supporter’s organisation in conversations and promotion of Non-League 
Day next year. 

 

• Directors loans & financial responsibility 
 
A question was raised by the network regarding how the league polices director’s loans 
already in place when the club is promoted to the league? 

 
MT stated that the league can’t regulate what clubs do in the past but can regulate what 
they do when they are members. 
 
The league actively examines all loans at all member clubs and tis forms part of the 
process of the budget monitoring scheme. 
 
MT feels it would be beneficial to establish more of the National League rules on finance 
lower down the pyramid to prevent situations arising where a club arrives in the league 
carrying a large amount of existing debt. 

 

• iFollow & Eleven Sports 
 
NH enquired about the league’s thoughts on the threat to the 3pm blackout with the recent 
challenge made by Eleven Sports and the Football League’s iFollow broadcasting their 
games at 3pm during the recent international breaks. 

 
MT stated that in his opinion the 3pm blackout should be kept in place and the National 
league have no interest in conflicting with the blackout. 

 
 
Queries raised by the network regarding specific matters at individual clubs have 
been reported directly back to those who raised the initial questions. 


